10 Days to Sale-A-Brate 2014
-Day Six-

1. Take the floral patterned sheet from a pack of Natural Composition specialty paper and cut a
piece measuring 14¾cm X 21cm. This will become your card base.
2. Take a blender pen and Calypso Coral stampin’ ink pad. Gently squeeze the ink pad while it
is closed, then open up and pick up the ink with the blender pen from the ink pad lid. Colour
in each flower image on the patterned paper, reinking the blender pen regularly.
3. Take a sheet of dotted Pool Party patterned paper from the DSP stack. Cut a piece
measuring 14¾cm X 3cm.
4. Take a length of Whisper White Baker’s Twine and wrap it around the Pool Party patterned
strip twice, then tie in a bow at the left end of the strip, as shown in image above. Adhere
this panel to the card front, approx. 1½cm up from the bottom edge.
5. Take the floral frame image from the You’re Lovely stamp set. Ink up the outside border with
Calypso Coral marker and the flowers with Pool Party marker. Stamp onto Whisper White
cardstock and cut out with the smallest Deco Labels framelit.
6. Take a Blender Pen and Pool Party ink pad. Gently squeeze the ink pad while it is closed,
then open up and pick up the ink with the blender pen from the ink pad lid. Colour in each
flower image on the frame, reinking the blender pen regularly.
7. Select a sentiment stamp (I used the Regarding Dahlias stamp set) and ink up with Basic
Black ink. Stamp at the top right of the frame image.
8. Add a tiny Basic Rhinestone Jewell to the centre of the two larger flower images in the
frame.
9. Adhere the frame to the card front using Stampin’ Dimensionals, positioning to the right end,
directly above the patterned paper strip, as shown in image above.
Your card is complete!
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